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Overview - The PicoBRIGHT
PicoBRIGHT History

PicoBRIGHT V2 - Electronic Torch Kit

In 2009, the PicoBRIGHT was created through consultation with Mr
Ross Pukalus from Grace Lutheran College in Queensland, Australia. Back
then, the PicoBRIGHT was developed as an electronic bike light project
for year 10 students to promote electronics and soldering in the
curriculum. Now, across Australia, the PicoBRIGHT is instrumental in
teaching design cand reativity with STEM in the field of Electronics,
Micro-control and Coding.

Why the PicoBRIGHT
Here at PicoKit, we believe design and technology is the doorway to the
future. The plethora of Smart Devices, Internet-Of-Things, and homeuser manufacturing machines, forces us to re-consider the methods and
content of how we prepare ourselves to work in a technological world.
Linking our education with proven industrial tools & processes allows us
to be prepared for the challenge of real-world industrial design.
Industrial Development Boards are the industry's way of learning and
designing with control systems. The PicoBRIGHT may look like a toy, but
deep down it's actually an Industrial Development Board disguised as a
toy. In industry, the programming languages used are both C and
Assembly. Now, the PicoFlow Alpha FDE (Flowchart Development
Environment) compliments these languages with the MPLAB-X IDE.
With PicoKit, you can be sure that your education in microcontrol
is headed toward a world class leader in micro-control applications.
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HOW TO DISCOVER IT - Ideas for Learning

PicoBRIGHT V2 - Electronic Torch Kit

What can I do? When it's my choice!
What do you do when it is your choice? As a learner, you have the ultimate
control within your own learning situation. The PicoBRIGHT can be used as a
soldering kit, but just think, there are many other things you can do to get the
most out of this kit. Enjoy it, and record this project as a folio to demonstrate
your learning experience.

What can I do? Ideas to Select:
1. Designing an Electronic Torch can be a lot of fun to consider. How would
you do it? What lens would it have? What technology will it use? What should
it look and feel like?
2. Reading and Interpreting Specification documents is a great way to explore
accurate information from the manufacturer (not Google or Wikipedia).
3. You've got a bag of bits, and you can do some experiments with these on a
breadboard to test series and parallel circuits. Of course, a breadboard is
great for testing out new circuits too, but don't forget, you can use other
prototyping boards such as a Vero-Board, and even wooden boards with
holes, screws and wires (hence the term 'breadboard').
4. You can even manufacture you own PCB using a good free PCB software
such as DipTrace (from us at PicoKit). Then use the toner transfer method. to
create your PCBs. Diptrace also has educational and industry standard
versions. And tell us the school you go to for a discount. Simply call us at
PicoKit for a quote or buy it online at www.picokit.com

5. Learning how to test an electronic circuit is a great tool, especially if
you do it before things go wrong. Why not get your self a Multimeter and
teach yourself how to measure voltage and current in your breadboard
circuits. If you also have access to an oscilloscope, display the pin ouput
signals from the microchip.
6. Try to make the Pre-programmed Microchip work on a breadboard
and flash some LEDs with the push of a switch.
7. Solder the parts to the PCB, taking care to use the good solder (0.7mm
40/ 60 Lead/ Tin recommended), a good PCB Holder, a High Quality
Soldering Iron and Holder, and Flush-Cut Angled Side Cutters.
8. Get a PicoFlow USB Programmer to program the PicoBRIGHT in the
PicoFlow ALPHA FDE, or MPLAB-X IDE. There are some great videos
we've got for you to learn programming of the PicoDice in Flowchart,
ASM, and C. And if you're stuck, the PicoFlow LITE will re-flash your
PicoBRIGHT back to it's default code.
9. Design and Develop an enclosure to be Laser Cut or 3D Printed.
10. Use the PicoBRIGHT to do some activities at night. For example, play
a torch based game such as spot-light; go camping; go fishing; ride a
bike.
WARNING: Always act under the supervision of an adult with the
PicoBRIGHT, as bright lights, hot solder, and electricity can be
dangerous.
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HOW TO MAKE IT - Components

PicoBRIGHT V2 - Electronic Torch Kit

Assembled (Batteries not included)

PCB - TOP OVERLAY

* Batteries not included
PVC Ends are Optional
COMPONENT LIST

Item

Product

Value

Qty

1

Resistor

51R (Green, Brown, Black, Gold)

2

2

Resistor

2k2 (Red, Red, Red, Gold)

1

3

Resistor

4k7 (Yellow, Purple, Red, Gold)

1

4

PCB

PicoBright Panel PCB

1

5

Tactile Switch

12mm Square

1

6

Battery Holder

3AA L-Shape

1

7

IC Socket

8-pin DIP plastic socket

1

8

Stereo Jack

Prog 1 - 2.5mm 4-Pole socket

1

9

Transistor

BC337

2

10

Pin Header

4-pin Right-Angled

2

11

5mm LEDs

Water Clear White 20,000 MCD

19

12

PIC12F508

Pre-programmed PIC – 2 White Dots

1

*

PVC End Caps

40x22mm PVC pipe

2

*

Optional Extra

PCB - BOTTOM OVERLAY
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Pico Kit

The Place for Small Kits

2.5mm Brass Rod
Heat-sink for
programming
socket (remove
after soldering)
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HOW TO MAKE IT - Soldering
Suggested Tools

General Soldering Tips

1. 30W Soldering Iron with 1mm Tip
2. Soldering Iron Stand
3. Helping Hands or PCB Holder
4. 0.7mm 60/40 Rosin Core Solder
5. Side Cutters
6. Solder-Sucker or Soldering Braid
7. Multimeter with Continuity Test
8. 40W Glue-gun or Silicon Gun
9. Clean & Powered Work Bench
10.Running Water / Eye Bath access

PicoBright Soldering Order

1. Know your Safety
2. Set up in a designated work space
3. Take your time
4. Look at the Diagrams (next page)
5. Align it where it counts
6. Bend the leads to hold it in place
7. Start with small bits, and keep ‘em low
8. Hold it before you solder it!
9. Solder one pad and check
10.Reheat to Re-Seat

Routing Wires for Best Mechanical Advantage
1. Place both red and black wires down through the outer most hole on the
same side as the silkscreen symbols + and GND
2. Bring both red and black wires up through the 2nd hole
3. Place the red wire into the + symbol and black wire into the GND symbol
4. Before you solder, pull the wires back through
the holes enough so they can be soldered
without risk of touching and melting the wires:
solder
5. Pull the wires tightly back through the 2nd
hole, then back up through the 1st hole, as this
will create a mechanical advantage to stop the
wires from breaking later on.
6. Twist the red and black wires together between the battery holder and
the PCB

PicoBRIGHT V2 - Electronic Torch Kit

1. Check all the components match the Component List
2. Inspect the PCBs and check they match the PCB overlays
3. Separate the PCB Panels
a. The panels are perforated so you can snap them apart
b. Trim the PCB edges with a Flush-cut Angled Side-cutter
4. LED PCB
a. 4-Pin Header – get the orientation right
b. Centre LED – orientate
c. Inner LED ring – 6 LEDs
d. Outer LED ring – 12 LEDs
5. MAIN PCB
a. Resistors (check the colour bands)
b. Prog1 socket – shove a cable or 2.5mm nail in it 1st! (For Programming only)
c. 4-Pin Header – match it to the other one!
d. IC socket – orientate the notch – keep pins straight
e. Transistors – orientate the PCB component outline
f. Tactile Switch – but trim the offensive protrusions first
g. Battery Holder – Route Wires for best Mechanical Advantage
i. Twist the wires to join them together
6. CONNECTOR PCB
a. Solder to the LED & MAIN PCB 4-pin headers
i. Keep it perpendicular
7. Plug in the Microchip
a. To insert, slightly squash the pins together and do one side at a
time. Make sure you orientate it with the notch
8. Plug in the Batteries – Check polarity
9. Test it works - Press the button through the stages: Centre LED, Centre 7
LEDs, All LEDs, All LEDs flicker, All LEDs Off
10.Fault-Find if necessary
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HOW TO MAKE IT - Assembly

PicoBRIGHT V2 - Electronic Torch Kit

Example 3D Printable .stl files are
free and available from picokit.com
Enclosure Option Ideas
1. If you have the optional End Pipes, place them over the end PCBs (you might need to sand
the PCB edges to make them fit. These pipes should but up against the battery box to tightly
hold it in place. Then use a hot melt glue-gun or a silicon gun to glue the end PCBs directly to
the battery box. Then make a simple enclosure with a piece of 40mm Plumbing PVC pipe (not
supplied). You’ll need to cut the 40mm plumbing pipe length-ways so it can spread over the
40mm electrical pipe. They don’t fit together.
2. 3D Print a simple 40mm ID pipe to slide over the end PVC pipes. STL file is available.
3. 3D Print end-caps to suit a 40mm Plumbing pipe. STL files available.
4. 3D Print end-caps and external pipe for a slimmer torch with 40mm OD (Outside Diameter).
STL files available.
5. 3D Print end-caps, external pipe, and laser cut a clear acrylic lens. STL and DXF files available.
6. 3D Print and Laser Cut an existing bike light design. STL files available.
7. Design, model and make your own enclosure. Examples available for bike lights.
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HOW TO DESIGN IT – Enclosure Development

PicoBRIGHT V2 - Electronic Torch Kit

Things to Consider

Ideation Sketches
Refining Measurements
3D Modelling Implementation
3D Printing Tips and Procedures
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Prog1 Programming Connections
for In-Circuit Serial Programming
(ICSP)
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HOW IT WORKS - Schematic

PicoBRIGHT V2 - Electronic Torch Kit

The schematic is like a theoretical map: it shows how the components are connected to each other and to the power source. The symbols represent the components, and the lines
represent the Traces (wires) on the PCB. Importantly, some lines cross over each other with a ‘dot’. These dots represent a Connection between the Traces. They are said to be on the
same Net. But lines that cross without a dot are not connected. They represent an electrically insulated trace, that is somehow isolated from the other trace that it crosses.

When you read a schematic, you should first identify the Blocks. These are the parts of the schematic that don’t affect each other directly. To make it easier to read, I’ve highlighted the
Blocks on the next page.
Microchip
-

-

-

Connection: The Microchip or Micro-Control-Unit, MCU for short, is the most important part in
the circuit because it controls each of the following blocks. None of the MCU pins are affected by
the blocks, unless the MCU okays it first.
Components: In this circuit, the MCU is simply turning ‘on’ or ‘off’ each of the LED blocks (blue,
green & yellow) , and it’s testing the Switch block (red) to see if it has been pressed. The microchip
also has an internal component (another resistor) that affects the switch block, and this can also
be turned ‘on’ or ‘off’.
Current Flow: The pins of the MCU are called Tri-State because they can work in three different
ways. They can be either ON-HIGH (4.5V), ON-LOW (0V), or IN-OFF (high resistance). The HIGH
and LOW output states are used for the LED blocks, and the IN input state is used for the switch.
Now you might think 0V is off, but it isn’t. Actually 0V is ON because it draws current into the
MCU pin. We call this a LOW output. Similarly, 4.5V is also ON because it sends current out of the
MCU pin, and we call this a HIGH output. The IN state is considered Off because no current can
flow into or out of the pin, and this is used to measure an outside voltage, such as the voltage at
the switch.

Blue Block
-

-

Connection: This is the simplest block: A single LED is connected in series with a 51 Ohm resistor.
This block is connected between the Power Source - VDD (4.5V) and the microchip pin GP2.
Components: The 51 ohm resistor works to limit the current flow down to 30mA, which is the
maximum the white LED should receive to get it’s full brightness of 20,000 MCD. The LED (Light
Emitting Diode) is a semiconductor that transfers electricity in one direction only and converts it
to light. When pin GP2 is ON-LOW (0V), the LED will turn on.
Current Flow: Notice the direction of the LED ‘arrow’ also indicates how current flows
(conventionally) from the Power Source (VDD) towared the microchip pin GP2. So if the microchip
Sinks pin GP2 down to 0V, then current will flow through the LED block and the LED will turn on.
But if GP2 is turned ON-HIGH, the LED direction (and the VDD) block any outward current flow,
and so the LED effectively turns off.

Green Block (and Yellow is similar)
-

-

-

Connection: The MCU pin GP5 connects to a 4,700 ohm resistor (4k7) to control the power
transistor BC337. All 6 LEDs are connected in Parallel to the VDD Power Source, and they are also
connected in Parallel to the transistor’s Collector. This enables the weak MCU pin GP5 to switch
all the LEDs on or off at the same time.
Components: The BC337 transistor is an NPN type, which means the GP5 must use an ON-HIGH
state (4.5V) to Source current onto the base of the transistor. But in between the MCU pin and
the base of the transistor is a 4k7 resistor that cuts this voltage at the transistor base down to
about 0.6V.
Current Flow: This base voltage (0.6V) helps to limit the transistor current flow which in turn
limits the LED brightness and power consumption back to about 30mA each (180mA total). Note,
the transistor is turned on with a HIGH voltage at it’s Base, but the LEDs are actually turned on
with the LOW voltage through the transistor Collector (out the Emitter) to GND. Without the
transistor, the MCU would fry because it’s not allowed to flow so much current as required by
the 6 LEDs. But the transistor can flow more current than the MCU.

Red Block
-

-

-

Connection: The MCU pin GP3(MCLR) is configured with an ‘internal weak pull-up (WPU) resistor’.
What this means is that normally the pin is connected to VDD (4.5V) through a resistor while the
switch is open (un-pressed). Then, if someone presses the switch, the MCU pin sees GND (0V).
Components: The 51 ohm resistor is not necessary in this circuit, except if the switch were to be
accidentally pressed during programming. The resistor stops the pin connecting directly to GND
while the high 12V is placed on the MCLR (Master Clear pin). The internal resistor is very weak
and sees a high voltage normally, but when the switch is pressed, the 51ohm ressitor is much
stronger and this brings the voltage close to GND (about 0.2V).
Current Flow: The GP3/MCLR pin is an ‘Input only’ pin and this effectively means current will not
flow on this pin. Any pin configured as an input is safest, because it cannot short out on nearby
pins.
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HOW IT WORKS – System Design

PicoBRIGHT V2 - Electronic Torch Kit

The system design is like a flowchart, that coordinates the activity of the MCU ‘brain’ and the state of its pins. But you’ve got a pre-programmed PIC which already has it’s brain
programmed. So this stage is optional. But if you learn to make a System Design, you can customise the program to flash the lights in a different sequences, and adjust the brightness of
the LEDs. You could even put it on a timer so it turns off after 30 minutes.
And to put your system design into the MCU we developed our own flowchart control software called PicoFlow Alpha. Follow the video tutorials later on, and you’ll be dragging and
linking the Flowchart Tools like a PRO. These tools make learning systems fun and easy, because the look of each tool illustrates it’s own function.
START Tool: Is the starting point of every
system design. All the other tools must
be connected from this one.
It sets the MCU pins up as inputs and
outputs, and it configures all of the MCU
internal functions so that they work when they’re
needed.
OUTPUT Tool: Is where the MCU
pins are turned ON-HIGH, or ONLOW. This is what turns the centre
LED and BC337 Transistors on and
off. In the PicoBright System Design there are 6 of these
Output tools to change the LEDs at different times.
Note: You will only be able to modify pins that were
selected as Outputs from within the Start tool.
SWITCH Tool: Is where the MCU tests
an input pin (GP3) to see if the switch
has been pressed (or released). It will
then turn TRUE if the switch has
changed from a Release (open state) to a Pressed (closed
state). But it won’t hold TRUE for long, because even if
you hold the button down, it will still go FALSE the next
time around.

The little bouncing ball shows a technical feature called
‘De-bounce’ because tactile switches aren’t good at
changing between Open and Closed and they bounce
hundreds of times every time you press the button. And
you can’t even feel it!
SUB-CALL Tool: Don’t be confused, the
Switch Tool with the word SUB in it is
actually a SUB-CALL tool in disguise.
To understand what the SUB-CALL tool is doing in the
overall System Design, we change it’s appearance to
reflect the other Tools it is calling.
A subroutine is a nifty way of getting a
part of the system from somewhere
else, and this means you don’t waste
your MCU memory by repeating code
unnecessarily.
SUB-Start Tool: This is the start of a
subroutine, and it doesn’t actually do
anything to the MCU. But like a Start
tool, everything in the Subroutine must be connected
from this SUB-Start tool. And everything at the end must
be connected to a SUB-End Tool.

SUB-End Tool: Actually, when the MCU
runs, the program flows into a
Subroutine, and back again after it is
finished. The SUB-End Tool is the exit of the subroutine,
and this is where it jumps back to where it came from.
Cycle Tool: Is the beginning of a loop so
you can repeat part of your system over
as many times as you want, and then do
something else. This is called Iteration in
programming speak.
In the PicoBright System Design there are two Cycle Tools.
One repeats the Switch tool over 10,000 times just to
waste some time while testing for the switch. Then the 2nd
Cycle Tool counts to 1 so that it continually toggles the
LEDs on and off, while waiting for the switch to be
pressed.
The key with this tool is to connect the FALSE node to the
tools being repeated. And to connect the TRUE node to
the tool that it should move on to when the repetitions
are complete. Just remember, each time the Cycle tool
completes it’s repetitions, it is resets the cycles back to
zero.
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HOW TO CODE IT – PicoFlow Alpha Video Tutorials

PicoBRIGHT V2 - Electronic Torch Kit

Please note: These 7 Tutorial Videos for the PicoBright can be used to learn flowchart programming with the free schools version of PicoFlow Alpha software. For more
advanced users, PicoFlow Alpha can export the ASM code for direct use in Microchip Technology's MPLABX software for industrial language ASM and C code projects.
Playlist with all the 7 PicoBright Videos for programming with PicoFlow Alpha

T1 - Setting up the LED States

T5 - Sample a Switch from within a Subroutine

T2 - Creating a LED Sequence

T6 - Create an Active State with Switch Sampling

Custom Programming: The PicoBright can be custom programmed with your own
System Design. The following list may help you achieve this.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

T3 - Repetition (iteration) of a LED Sequence

Write an explanation of how it will work in steps/stages
Sketch a flowchart to show the different output States (stages)
Add State Transitions, eg. switch, delay, toggle, brightness
Create your System Design and test every State individually
Add your State Transitions and test these one at a time

T4 - Place a Delay in a Subroutine

T7 - Flash LEDs 50% Duty Cycle & Switch Samples

Troubleshooting: If you’re having trouble getting the USB Programmer to work, you can
check the problem solving guide below.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Select the PIC12F508 MCU PicoFlow Alpha for the PicoBright
Test if your battery voltage is above 3.8V with a multimeter on MCU pins 1 and 8
Check the USB programmer LED is flashing orange when programming
Is the Programming cable plugged in fully at both ends?
Have you closed PicoFlow LT? It conflicts with PicoFlow Alpha when open
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HOW TO FIX IT – Visual Inspection
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If you are having troubles getting the PicoBright to work, there are numerous things we can do to identify the problem. One of the best and quickest things you can do is to visually
inspect all of the soldered joints. Make sure the power is off and check every pcb, even in between the pin headers. The Overlays will help you identify the parts of the PCB.
There are four main problems you should look for; Missing solder or lack of solder coverage; Buldging Solder, Joined pads or small dots of solder splatted between pads; Broken traces
and Lifted pads; Wrong polarity of components. But don’t worry, there is a fix for every problem. And, when you know how the problem occured, this will help you avoid it next time.
1. Missing solder or lack of pad coverage. This indicates that you have most likely not
applied enough solder to the pad and the lead. The solution is to reheat the pad
with a soldering iron and feed more solder into the joint. The solder should form a
nice cone shape where the solder totally covers the pad and flows neatly onto the
lead in a cone shape.
2. Bulging solder, joined pads, or small dots of solder splatter. This is something you
should definitely look for if a whole ring of LEDs fails to turn on. Look hard, cause
sometimes you even need a magnifying glass to see the solder splatter dots. These
problems can indicate you have too much solder and that some pads are joined
together that shouldn’t be joined. This is called a short-circuit, but sometimes
people also call it a solder bridge by accident. Solution: Heat the pad with the
soldering iron and drag the tip between the joined pads to break the connection. If
this doesn’t work, you may need a solder sucker to remove excess solder.
3. Broken traces and lifted pads: This is a problem that can occur for numerous
reasons:
a. Excessesive heat in one spot due to poorly heated irons and a lingering
application
b. Removal of components without trimming of the leads. Even poorly seated
components can do this.
c. Wrong type of solder with percentage of lead, thickness, or even lack of a
fluxed core

4. Wrong polarity of components. This is a common problem you might suspect if a
few random LEDs aren’t working, or even if a whole ring of LEDs is out. Check the
symbols on the overlay and your LED. The transistors put in backward can stop the
LEDs from working, but sometimes they still work at a lower brightness.
Unfortunately if the polarity is wrong it means you have to remove the component,
suck the hole clear, and then resolder the component back in correctly.
TOP Overlay

BOTTOM Overlay

The solution requires a solder bridge, and in this case, is best done by an
experienced person. A solder bridge is where you take a piece of wire and mimick
the trace connection between the pads. You can determine this from the Overlays.
Make sure the power is off, and use insulated wire if necessary so that you don’t
connect more pads or leads than you need to.
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HOW TO FIX IT – Fault Finding
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If you are still having problems even after a visual inspection, this page is for you. We can do many other things to help us discover what the problem is. But first, get yourself a multimeter
and make sure it’s batteries are working. There are three main tests we will do with the multimeter: Voltage, Resistance, and Continuity. It may also be helpful to learn Current, but we
won’t cover that this time. Watch out when using the multimeter – it may become your best friend!
For Voltage Tests, set your multimeter to the 20V setting and with the batteries in, probe the pins highlighted as discussed below
Power Source (Voltage) when nothing works:
- The MCU power can be tested
between the pins indicated. The
top is GND (Black) and the bottom
is VDD (Red). So you should get a
voltage reading of positive 3.8V to
4.8V (because batteries are about
1.6V when new).
- If you get a negative voltage, your battery wires are
around the wrong way: Resolder & Repair
- If you get no voltage, test all the traces connected
to GND & VDD on the schematic for Continuity
- If it’s a lower voltage than 3.8V, check the voltage
of the batteries and Replace if necessary

Transistor Power (Voltage) for Inner/Outer LED Rings:
- If one or both LED rings
aren’t working, test output
pins GP4 & GP5 (red) and
the GND probe pad (yellow).
Press the switch a few times
until they go positive, and
make sure you don’t press
the switch again from this point on. Now test the
red probe at the transistors base (orange) for about
0.7V with black on GND. Also test at the transistor
collector (orange) for 0.8V to 1.0V. If either voltage
is out of spec, test the traces at the schematic green
and yellow blocks for Continuity

Switch (Voltage) if the switch doesn’t work:
- If the power source is
correct, but the switch does
not change the LEDs, we
should test the voltage on
MCU pin GP3 (red) with the
GND point (yellow). While
the switch is unpressed you
should get a voltage close to the VDD power supply
(about 4.5V). Now if you press the switch it should
drop instantly to 0V. If it doesn’t drop, you need to
test the traces from the schemtaic red block for
Continuity

A Continuity test helps us know if two components are connected to each other correctly. We can check the integrity of the traces, vias, pads and solder joints to pinpoint the problem
source. Some multimeters have an audible buzzer mode. This is much quicker, because you don’t even have to look at the multimeter while you are doing it. It simply beeps when you
test the points and you know to move on.
For Continuity Tests, always take out a battery to disconnect the power. Set your multimeter to a low Resistance (mine’s 200 ohm), or if you have it the audible buzzer setting

. ))
)

It’s best to get the schematic and the overlay in front of you when you do this, so you can systematically test all of the traces in the suspected problem area.
- Start by testing the probes together. You should see a measurement close to 0, or
you should hear a beeping sound from the multimeter. We’ll call this the Trigger
- Next choose any two connected pads from the schematic in your suspect area. Find
them on the overlay by matching up the relevent components and leads. Now find
them on your PCB and put a probe on each lead or pad. Sometimes, if you don’t get
a good connection you need to scrape the surface of the lead/pad. Do they Trigger?

- Yes – then this trace is working, so move on to the next trace in the suspect area.
- No – then Re-solder or Repair
- Note: We can only ever test between two points, but we can test multiples traces
at the same time if they are linked to each other (in the same net).
- Lastly, this test can be done in reverse to check between close solder points that
should NOT be connected. If they do Trigger, then you have to Repair.
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HOW TO FIX IT – Re-solder & Repair

WARNING – To carry out the following, turn off power by removing one battery

PicoBRIGHT V2 - Electronic Torch Kit

Reheat and Re-adjust (or Re-seat)
LEDs and other components should always sit flush with the PCB. If not, you can re-seat
the component by heating up all it’s pads (& leads) at the same time and applying pressure
to make it sit flat. But more leads, the harder it is to do this.
1. With just one pad/lead soldered, re-heat the solder joint and put pressure on the
component to make it sit flat. It’s okay to use your fingers for this, but not on
resistors and transistors or anything metal because you’ll burn your fingers.
2. If you are yet to trim the component lead, once heated, you can pull the lead
through the PCB with pliers or side cutters. This is especially useful for resistors.
3. If you’ve soldered more than one pad/lead (eg. LEDs), you might find it easiest to
lay the soldering iron flat to connect the tip with both pads at the same time. For
transistors with three leads, you may need to run the soldering iron tip backward
and forward to heat up all the leads so you can pull it out easily with pliers.

3. Re-heat the solder joint and use a solder sucker to clear the solder from the joint
4. Use side-cutters to physically slice the buldging pads to remove the excess solder
Creating a Solder Bridge
A solder bridge is an added connection between
component leads where the PCB is broken. The bridge is
made with a small piece of wire, such as a lead offcut from
a LED or resistor. This wire is then soldered between two
components to mimic the trace. If a pad had been
broken/lifted, then you can scrape away some solder
resist from the existing trace and solder the component lead to the trace directly.

Removing a Short-Circuit

Desoldering and Replacing a Component

A short circuit is when two pads, leads or traces
have been connected to each other when they
shouldn’t have been. Every PCB is covered with a
layer called ‘solder-resist’ to help reduce the
chance of a short-circuit. This makes it likely the solder will only stick on pads, and not in
between them. However, short circuits often occur because of a bulging pad from too
much solder. The pad then sticks to another pad that it shouldn’t. The solution is to
remove the excess solder through one of four preferred methods:

Sometimes it’s necessary to remove a component
because it’s been put in with the wrong orientation, or in
the wrong PCB hole all together. To desolder a
component, you must first remove the component, and
you need to do this carefully so you don’t break the PCB
at the same time.

1. Re-heat and wipe the soldering iron tip between the
two pads. Use a wet sponge to remove solder from
the tip and then repeat.
2. Apply solder wick/braid on to the solder joint. Use a
soldering iron to heat up the braid over the joint. This will soak up the excess solder
by capillary action.

1. Trim the component leads short - so the component falls out easily when heated
2. Heat the pads/leads of the component - you may actually have to add solder to do
this for good heat transfer to wet the solder
3. Get a friend to use pliers or side cutters and pull the component out
4. Use a solder sucker or solder braid to remove the excess solder from the hole
5. Replace the component with a new one or test the old one to see if it’s working and
then reuse it. Just make sure you get the correct holes/orientation this time.
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